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Problem Based Learning Cases for High School Sciences



PROBLEM BASED LEARNING FOR HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCES – OUTCOMES AND INDICATORS LEARNER OUTCOME  Develop employable skills critical to the scientific and technological world INDICATORS:  Demonstrate skills required for conducting science and biotechnology activities  Apply and practice research skills in a problem-solving environment  Perform in a professional setting such as job shadowing, mentorship, career or occupation exploration, a scientific conference, science fair or other competitions; complete a grant or scholarship application



LEARNER OUTCOME  Engage in a collaborative learning experience INDICATORS:  Discriminate between what is known and unknown to identify learning issues within the context of the given problems  Engage in and resolve real-world problems as a team member  Evaluate self and others in the context of team relations  Communicate for the purpose of improving team interaction and efforts



LEARNER OUTCOME  Expand resource connections and appreciate the value of indigenous knowledge INDICATORS:  Identify a variety of resources through which to acquire knowledge  Integrate indigenous knowledge as a contribution to all aspects of science and learning







Collaborate with community and industry members
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PROBLEM BASED LEARNING



iPLANT
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Planter Boxes



Colour



Pollinators



Germination



Plant height Flower Garden



Sexual Indigenous Knowledge



Flowering time



Propagation Asexual



Design and Use



Tissue Culture Cuttings



Location Greenhouse Annuals Perennials



Sunlight Availability Season Length



Disease Resistance



Protection



Fertilizer



Growing Conditions



Weather



Nutrients Climate Pest Management



Weed Control Soil
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FOUNDATIONAL OBJECTIVES AND LEARNER OUTCOMES I.    



II.    



Value and achieve excellence in employable skills critical to the scientific and technological world Demonstrate skills and attitudes for conducting various science activities Apply biotechnology and research skills in a problem-solving environment Apply skills developed in the classroom to practicum experiences (where applicable) Participate in a professional experience, such as job shadowing, mentorship, career or occupation exploration, a scientific conference, science fair or other competitions; complete a grant or scholarship application Demonstrate skills and attitudes when participating in collaborative Problem-Based Learning Discriminate between what is known and unknown to identify learning issues within the context of the given problems Access a variety of resources and research independently for the purpose of information sharing Analyze real-world problems as a team member to determine an approach to and a solution for the given problems Evaluate self and others in the context of team relations, and communicate for the purpose of improving team interaction and efforts



III. Community Connection  Identify and integrate Indigenous knowledge as a valued contribution to all aspects of science and learning  Communicate with community and industry members for the purpose of sharing knowledge and building learning experiences IV. Learner Outcome  Understand resources required for plant growth through planning and submitting a usable landscape design for a school setting V. Indicators  Name and indentify commonly used plants in local First Nation cultures  Prepare a landscape design proposal including budget  Describe the plant growth regulators (plant hormones); Auxin, Cytokinin, and Gibberellins, describe modes of action and explain use in plant propagation  Name and indentify landscape plant varieties using Latin nomenclature for genus, family, and species.  Explain key concepts of Integrated Pest Management and its application in plant production and landscape maintenance  Understand methods, equipment and technologies required for nursery plant propagation and production  Determine a management and maintenance plan for set landscape  Understand biotic and abiotic resources influencing plant growth and development in a given landscape  identify effects of plant resource deficiencies 4



CASE FOCUS This case focuses on plant production and propagation, including an examination of growth factors and conditions for the best opportunity for plant growth. The students will complete the funding application from Evergreen Toyota. Each group will work with a school to complete a project suitable for the area and to fulfill specific requirements determined by the school principal. Overarching questions are:  What needs to be considered for successful plant growth and landscaping, especially in Saskatchewan?  What needs to be done in order to satisfy the fund application and the objectives of the school. ROLE AND SITUATION Students in Bio 30 will apply to Evergreen Toyota to receive funding for their school green project. The authentic scenario is the construction and maintenance of a “green” area on the school grounds. The application must be complete; the students will apply on behalf of the school. TEACHER-ANTICIPATED RESOURCES People/Places  Community elder  Botanists and horticulturalists  Landscapers, Florists  Traditional land keepers  Laboratories at SIAST and U of S College of Agriculture and Bioresources for demonstrations and practical work o Other diagnostic and analytical tests, at teachers discretion  Greenhouse/Nursery plant production system  Other guests, speakers, and locations at teacher’s discretion and identified by students Materials and/or Technology  Computer searches  Tape measures  Books – non-fiction and historical fiction from Teacher Librarian  Textbooks – Agroecology  Labs at SIAST or U of S AgBio  Other materials and technology, at teacher’s discretion and identified by students  Application at: http://evergreen.ca/en/lg/lg-funding.html
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Embedded Instruction Events  Scientific Method – plant propagation, soil activities, tissue culture  Other, at teacher’s discretion
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PAGE 1 Working within the community and promoting community partnerships is important to your school. To fulfill this goal, your team has the task of establishing a usable green space for your school and submitting a landscape design proposal.
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NAME___________________________________________



DATE___________________



DISCUSSION QUESTIONS – MEET THE PROBLEM 1) What is the problem?



2) What do you KNOW about the problem? Brainstorm and list all your ideas.



3) What do you NEED TO KNOW?
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4) DEVELOP A PROBLEM STATEMENT



How can we



in such a way that



ASK YOURSELF: Is the Problem Statement relevant to the problem?



5) What do you NEED TO DO? Who? How? Where? When?
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NAME___________________________________________



DATE___________________



INFORMATION GATHERING 1) Write down your findings – include all data and results (use separate sheets).



2) How is this information relevant to the problem?



3) What was your resource? Is it credible?



4) Share your information at the next session. 10



NAME___________________________________________



DATE___________________



INFORMATION SHARING – GROUP SESSION Each team member will share his or her findings with the group; disclosure to follow. 1) What do you KNOW? Brainstorm and list all ideas.



2) What do you NEED TO KNOW? Brainstorm and list all ideas.



3) Revisit your Problem Statement considering what you now KNOW and what you still NEED TO KNOW.



ASK YOURSELF: Is the Problem Statement relevant to the problem?



4) What do you NEED TO DO? Who? How? Where? When? 11



PAGE 2



Good work! Your team has decided to move forward with a landscape design proposal. It will be important to observe the physical space to assess the location. Once at the site, be sure to accurately measure and record the physical dimensions. Note any outstanding characteristics of the site that may limit the development or characteristics you may wish to enhance. Taking photos may assist your project planning and design. Be sure to note exposure, location, and size and shape of existing vegetation. If possible, a soil sample may be taken for further characterization. Make an inventory of your findings at the site. Remember, the project proposal calls for a usable green-space, discuss possible options.
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Page 3



Your site visit has proven to be valuable, be sure to share information amongst group members. In further exploring the possibility of establishing a usable greenspace for your school, you will need to examine the ecology of the site. Consider what abiotic and biotic factors plants in this site will need to ensure survival and how these plant resources will be met. As a landscaper, it will be helpful to know physical symptoms of plant resource deficiencies.
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Page 4



A landscape is nothing if not for the plants that are utilized. In looking at the site, are there any plants of significance already established in your site? You will be required to present a plant list off all major plants in the landscape, including botanical nomenclature. Be sure to properly spell and be ready to pronounce species, family and genus names. Throughout the world and in all cultures, plants have played a significant role in society. Plants adapted to prairie climates were used by First Nations people for food, shelter, fibres, and medicines. You will be required to incorporate indigenous plants into your landscape design and be knowledgeable about traditional names and uses.
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PAGE 5 Horticulture is big business; the landscape nursery industry alone contributes billions to the global economy-worth exploring! Start with investigating methods, equipment and technologies required for nursery plant production. Start with greenhouse technologies. Research different styles of greenhouses and materials used for their construction. How are conditions required to produce plants optimized? Recall the conditions and resources required for plant growth and be sure to understand how technologies are used in climate control, growth media, nutrients, pest management, and lighting. Be familiar with Canadian crops that are grown indoors.
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PAGE 6 Mass production of plants requires volumes of plants to be produced that are identical or show little variation. As horticulturalists, is essential you are familiar with plant propagation techniques used in the greenhouse industry. Plant propagators grow from seed, use cuttings, grafting, and tissue culture to produce large numbers of valuable plants. You will be required to be knowledgeable in these techniques. Plant propagators use the assistance of plant growth regulators (plant hormones) such as auxins, gibberellins, and cytokinins to assist plant propagation. Be sure to know modes of action for these plant growth regulators and be prepared to explain their use in plant production.
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PAGE 7



Once you have selected your landscape use and location, a landscape design plan will need to be presented. This plan should include a scale drawing of the location including any hardscaping you wish to install. Include a plant list complete with Latin and indigenous names where possible. Outlining plant growth habits in your drawing will help with planning. Please include a budget of what you wish to spend.
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Page 8



Now that your landscape design and use has been outlined, thought must go into the establishment and maintenance plan of the landscape. Be sure to include in your overall report a timeline for establishment and what is needed to install the landscape. Maintaining a landscape throughout the year is an ongoing concern. Include a year round maintenance plan of the landscape you wish to create. There are many pests that threaten the quality of the landscape. The school division requires little or no pesticides be used in the environment and would like to see an Integrated Pest Management plan put into place. Remember, insecticides, herbicides, and fungicides are to be used only as a last resort.
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Page 9



By this time, you have the required components of your landscape design proposal. Your presentation will be expected to include the physical plan, plant list with Latin and Indigenous names, a proposed budget, information on an establishment and maintenance plan including IPM. Be ready to discuss plant propagation methods as well as technologies involved in the production of the landscape plants.
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Toxicology: Mercury Poisoning and Fish Anatomy
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MERCURY POISONING AND FISH ANATOMY: OUTCOMES AND INDICATORS LEARNER OUTCOME  Develop employable skills critical to the scientific and technological world INDICATORS:  Demonstrate skills required for conducting science and biotechnology activities  Apply and practice research skills in a problem-solving environment  Perform in a professional setting such as job shadowing, mentorship, career or occupation exploration, a scientific conference, science fair or other competitions; complete a grant or scholarship application



LEARNER OUTCOME  Engage in a collaborative learning experience INDICATORS:  Discriminate between what is known and unknown to identify learning issues within the context of the given problems  Engage in and resolve real-world problems as a team member  Evaluate self and others in the context of team relations  Communicate for the purpose of improving team interaction and efforts



LEARNER OUTCOME  Expand resource connections and appreciate the value of indigenous knowledge INDICATORS:  Identify a variety of resources through which to acquire knowledge  Integrate indigenous knowledge as a contribution to all aspects of science and learning







Collaborate with community and industry members



LEARNER OUTCOME  Investigate the existence of mercury and its effects in the environments, and the risks associated with its toxicity INDICATORS:  Describe the natural existence of mercury and the cycle of mercury in the environment  Illustrate the ways people and industry contribute to the accumulation of mercury in the environment  Identify the symptoms and effects of mercury toxicity in humans and other animals  Explain the chemical nature of mercury in terms of its toxicity and actions within body systems, including cellular and sub-cellular processes.  Detail safe practices regarding the consumption of foods containing mercury  Create a media awareness that incorporates scientific journalism and includes ways to decrease the amount of mercury in the environment
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CASE FOCUS The students are a team of journalists. Recently in a local newspaper, an article about mercury in fish was published. The article presented extreme views, which resulted in confused readers. They asked many questions so the team of scientific journalists will conduct the research required and will present the answers for the public. In preparing the response article, students investigate the presence of mercury in the environment, including different forms and how it changes from one form to the next. Also in the investigations, students will examine the toxicity of mercury, complete to the subcellular level. The final product consists of a response article that gives a comprehensive look at mercury in the environment and all concerns pertaining to it.
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Activity Meet the Problem Disclosure 1



Worksheet per group Homework checklist Selected group assessment page
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Disclosure 2



Homework checklist Selected group assessment page
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Disclosure 3 Disclosure 4



Homework checklist Selected group assessment page
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Disclosure 5



Homework checklist Selected group assessment page
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Mercury assay and data interpretation Disclosure 6 (Wrap)
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Homework checklist Selected group assessment page



Worksheet per student PBL Introduction Assessment Plan Case log checklist Discussion questions – Meet the problem Information Gathering Selected group assessment page Information Sharing Information Gathering Selected group assessment page Information Sharing Information Gathering Selected group assessment page Information Sharing Information Gathering Selected group assessment page



Information Sharing Results from group research Selected group assessment page
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Natural Sources Atmospheric transport Global warming Watershed Surface soils Speciation Biospheric sinks Water bodies Mercury cycle Ubiquitous Acidic water Bottom sediments Indicator species Industry Sources Coal mining Waster water releases Reservoirs Land fills Pulp mills Paper mills Gold mining



Existence of Mercury



Resolution



Methylation Organic Methyl mercury Inorganic Vapour Elemental Metallic Mercuric sulphide Sulphide reducing bacteria Food web Food fish Fungicide Medicine Dentistry Heavy metal Fluorescence Thermometer Bioaccumulation Biomagnification



Data interpretation Tests Detoxification Mercury assays Consumption advisory Sampling Toxicity Sub-cellular Neurons Metaphase Acute Cysteine Dose Neurotoxin Exposure Cellular Chronic Brain



Disclosure Sequence



1) ID 2) Mercury cycle 3) Toxicity / Chemistry / Physiology 4) Public policy
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MEET THE PROBLEM You and your peers are a team of science journalists who regularly submit informative articles to the local newspaper. The articles are of scientific interest and your readers are general public and industry members. Recently, the newspaper printed an opinion article (not from your team) that told of the dangers associated with ingesting mercury. Within a few days, there were many letters from community members who were concerned (and apparently misinformed)! Below is one of those letters: I recently read an article that was printed in your paper. The article stated that mercury poisoning is a considerable danger. This isn’t a surprise since most people already know about some dangers with mercury in thermometers, lights and other items, however, the article suggested that it is very dangerous to eat fish contaminated with mercury.. The article also mentioned that severe birth defects result from mercury poisoning, as well as death and neurological illnesses occurring in adults. Quite frankly, this scares me as fish is something I eat regularly. Where in Saskatchewan is mercury found and is mercury poisoning a genuine issue? I live in southern Saskatchewan - is this a real problem and to what extent will I be affected? Am I worried about nothing or should I be taking precautions? Concerned citizen



As a team that is values its readers, you have decided to answer the questions asked by the public and will put forward an article that answers their questions and clarifies present concerns.
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DISCLOSURE 1 In order to prepare a scientific journal response, it is critical that a solid foundation of information is presented. Prepare to inform the public about sources of mercury – both natural and anthropogenic. Where has mercury been used, is currently used, and for what benefits?
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DISCLOSURE 2 “The toxic properties of any element are critically dependent on the molecular form…Knowing the chemical nature of a potential toxicant is …essential to understanding its toxic properties”i



You have already discussed the natural and anthropogenic sources to mercury, but did you know that most of the environmental mercury exists in vapour form Hg0? It is interesting to note that speciation occurs – inorganic and organic forms of mercury coexist! Find out about the relationship between inorganic and organic forms of mercury…are they interchangeable? As science journalists presenting factual and comprehensive information, include all chemical forms, names and structures, as well as illustrations in your response article.
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DISCLOSURE 3 You are already familiar with various cycles in the environment (water, carbon, nitrogen…), but have you considered a mercury cycle? Transport of mercury through the atmosphere occurs readily and atmospheric residence time averages 1 – 1.5 years. Be sure to explain this. What happens to mercury once it transforms from Hg0 to Hg2+, and what is the significance of this transformation? What is the importance of the difference between the insoluble and soluble forms of mercury? A letter from one reader asked how mercury acts in the ecosystem. The letter is shown below: The article states: “Autotrophic organisms acquire methylmercury through passive absorption. At low levels, this may cause no harm, however, biomagnification occurs through food chains involving heterotrophic organisms. Normal feeding allows bioaccumulation of methylmercury in top predator species.” I don’t understand what this means. How does the mercury get from the source of contamination into my body? I live nowhere near a pulp and paper mill. Worried citizen Look further into bioaccumulation. How does biomagnifications occur and at what point does the toxicity of mercury become a concern (and to whom)? Perhaps information can be obtained by studying an indicator species?
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DISCLOSURE 4 Another letter states: I have lots of questions after reading the article on mercury poisoning. Does it matter if I eat fish only a few times every month? Is that exposure too high or should I be concerned with acute poisoning? What if it is only a low dose? Should I also be concerned about which fish I eat or where they are caught? Signed: Becoming a vegetarian



Turn your attention to the health detriments (and benefits?) of mercury. How does mercury affect the organisms that it gets into their body? As you prepare your article and as you investigate the health dangers of mercury, consider what happens not only in body systems and organs, but also what happens at the cellular level and the sub-cellular level.
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DISCLOSURE 5 In your discoveries, you have found there are real dangers associated with mercury poisoning and people need to be concerned. Who is most affected – both personally and professionally? Look into the response to having mercury accumulating in the food web. Which regulating bodies have investigated mercury poisoning and what are they recommending so people can be sure to prevent or decrease the dangerous effects of mercury poisoning?
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DISCLOSURE 6 As you prepare your response, be sure to present it from a scientific perspective. Your response should provide a solid foundation of knowledge about mercury, how it exists and transforms, what it does, and how it affects people. Your previous disclosures have guided your response to your loyal followers; continue to refer to the disclosures as you prepare your scientific article. As usual, your information and data must be obtained from credible sources. When informing the public, be sure to include information about tests performed and what the data signifies. In your article, include references and citations where appropriate. Present your information in newspaper style.
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PROBLEM BASED LEARNING A CASE FOR BERRIES: EXPLORING HEALTH ATTRIBUTES OF BERRIES TRADITIONALLY USED BY NATIVE NORTH AMERICANS
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Convenience
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Health



Culture
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Diet Protein Food Science
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Vitamins and Minerals
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Agriculture Food Preservation History
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Carbohydrates



Food Labs 15



FOUNDATIONAL OBJECTIVES AND LEARNER OUTCOMES VI. Value and achieve excellence in employable skills critical to the scientific and technological world  Demonstrate skills and attitudes for conducting various science activities  Apply biotechnology and research skills in a problem-solving environment  Apply skills developed in the classroom to practicum experiences (where applicable)  Participate in a professional experience, such as job shadowing, mentorship, career or occupation exploration, a scientific conference, science fair or other competitions; complete a grant or scholarship application VII. Demonstrate skills and attitudes when participating in collaborative Problem-Based Learning  Discriminate between what is known and unknown to identify learning issues within the context of the given problems  Access a variety of resources and research independently for the purpose of information sharing  Analyze real-world problems as a team member to determine an approach to and a solution for the given problems  Evaluate self and others in the context of team relations, and communicate for the purpose of improving team interaction and efforts VIII. Community Connection  Identify and integrate Indigenous knowledge as a valued contribution to all aspects of science and learning  Communicate with community and industry members for the purpose of sharing knowledge and building learning experiences



IX. Key Concepts: First Nations and Métis Contributions, Food Science, and Health and Nutrition  Identify and examine the traditional lifestyles of First Nations and Métis people, including way of life, food sources, food preparation and preservation, and medicinal practices  Analyze and compare the nutritional qualities of traditional First Nations and Métis foods and a typical modern-day diet in Saskatchewan urban centres  Determine the nutritive value of and differentiate between functional and nonfunctional foods  Identify the connection between health and nutrition, and diseases that result from poor nutrition  Design an educational strategy to promote preventative practices regarding diet and lifelong nutrition



CASE FOCUS This case focuses on health concerns of First Nations and Métis people. It looks at the historical diet and compares nutritional value to the current North American diet. As a preventative measure against health concerns such as diabetes, obesity, and heart disease, diet may be employed. The students are challenged to develop a diet plan that will improve health and nutrition. The benefits may act as a preventative measure against health concerns, and may lower the likelihood of First Nations and Métis people becoming afflicted with diabetes. This is a preventative plan, which may also have an effect on those who currently suffer from diabetes. Overarching questions are:  What are the food and nutrition components of a traditional First Nations and Métis diet and a modern-day North American diet?  How do these two diets compare nutritionally and is there a benefit to returning to traditional Indigenous practices for improved health? ROLE AND SITUATION The students studying Bioresources Management 20 have the opportunity to win funding for their school and community. The authentic scenario is that this is a genuine award offered by Canadian Home Economics Foundation for which the students will apply. To be awarded the funding, the student group must demonstrate an initiative that is relevant to First Nations and Métis people and will be an educational tool for the school and community. There are other groups competing for the funding. Teacher-Anticipated Resources The teacher should prepare for any or all of the following: People/Places  Community elder  Traditional land keepers  Nutritionist or Dietician  Native Access Program to Nursing/Medicine or other medical personnel  Canadian Home Economics Foundation  Canadian Diabetes Association  CHEP  Laboratories at SIAST and U of S College of Agriculture and Bioresources for demonstrations and practical work o Food chemistry and analysis; protein quality and utilization o Meat science and technology, food processing o Other diagnostic and analytical tests, at teachers discretion  Saskatchewan Structural Science Centre (U of S campus)  Other guests, speakers, and locations at teacher’s discretion and identified by students
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Materials and/or Technology  Computer searches  Health and Nutrition Statistics  Data obtained from food breakdown  Books – non-fiction and historical fiction from Teacher Librarian  Textbooks – Agroecology  Other materials and technology, at teacher’s discretion and identified by students Embedded Instruction Events  Scientific Method  Other, at teacher’s discretion



CASE RESOURCES “Grants and Awards.” Canadian Home Economics Foundation. 18, July 2007  “Grant Application Form.” Canadian Home Economics Foundation. 2006. 18 July 2007  Tristan F. Burns Kraft, et al. "Phytochemical Composition and Metabolic Enhancing Activity of Dietary Berries Traditionally Used by Native North Americans" Journal of Agriculture and Food Chemistry (24 July 2007).
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PAGE 1 As a team of nutritionists, you have been given the task of studying First Nation and Métis diet and nutrition and its effect on community health and wellness. As a contribution to your community, your group will prepare an educational outreach program making links between healthy diet and wellness.
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PAGE 2 APPLICATION FROM CHEF HTTP://WWW.CHEF-FCEF.CA/GRANTS/INDEX.HTM
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PAGE 3 To be successful in securing funding for your project, it is important to pay close attention to the Canadian Home Economics Foundation (CHEF) Grant Application Form, as it is also part of your final assignment. Read carefully and be sure to provide all of the information requested. Be sure to clearly define the goals of the project, i.e. what your group hopes to achieve through its educational program. What groups will your educational program target and how many people do you expect to reach? How many people are required to complete the project? You will need to develop an evaluation plan for your project. How will you know if your project is successful and what are the measurable objectives? The application requires an approximate time-line for your project. When will your group start the activities and when will the project be completed? Preparing a budget is an essential part of any grant application and you are required to submit a thorough budget to CHEF. Be sure to include expenditures such as printed material costs, transportation costs, etc. Do you expect money from other sources? CHEF also wants to know why this project is important. You will need to provide evidence have you seen in the target community that nutrition and health are a concern. Has the problem been identified by other groups? Obtaining a letter(s) of project support from community organizations would greatly aid your chance of obtaining funding from CHEF. Are there community groups your team can approach for support and reference materials? Your educational outreach program has the potential to create positive change in your target community. Good luck in securing funding for this important endeavour! 5



PAGE 4 One way to be health conscious and informed about nutritional intake is to understand the nutrient and calorie information displayed on food labels. This is especially important when considering dietary management and the prevention of chronic diseases. In your educational outreach program, be sure to include an analysis of the nutritional and non-nutritional attributes found in a typical North American diet and their contributions to dietary management.
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PAGE 5 Recent research of four species of wild berries common to First Nations communities have shown the presence of functional components that aid in the prevention of chronic diseases. Biological activity, phenolic composition, and the dietary effects were determined through various laboratory techniques in an investigation of the phytochemicals in certain wild berries. It was determined through fractionation that the wild berries contained bioactive compounds that provide antioxidant activity and have a positive health influence on conditions such as diabetes and metabolic syndrome. Additional research shows that their domestic counterparts do not carry the same quality of health benefits. Recognition of wild berries as medicinal and subsistence food is valuable information that can be incorporated into your project. Consider your community and cultural contributions to health and food science.
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PROBLEM BASED LEARNING



PROBLEM BASED LEARNING Case: BioProducts
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BIOPRODUCTS – OUTCOMES AND INDICATORS LEARNER OUTCOME  Develop employable skills critical to the scientific and technological world INDICATORS:  Demonstrate skills required for conducting science and technology activities  Apply and practice research skills in a problem-solving environment  Perform in a professional setting such as job shadowing, mentorship, career or occupation exploration, a scientific conference, science fair or other competitions; complete a grant or scholarship application



LEARNER OUTCOME  Engage in a collaborative learning experience INDICATORS:  Discriminate between what is known and unknown to identify learning issues within the context of the given problems  Engage in and resolve real-world problems as a team member  Evaluate self and others in the context of team relations and  Communicate for the purpose of improving team interaction and efforts



LEARNER OUTCOME  Expand resource connections and appreciate the value of indigenous knowledge INDICATORS:  Identify a variety of resources through which to acquire knowledge  Integrate indigenous knowledge to recognize its contributions to science and learning  Collaborate with community and industry members



LEARNER OUTCOME  Examine the activities of carbon as it moves from the atmosphere, through biochemical processes in a plant, ending as a component of a bioproducts and recycled back to the atmosphere INDICATORS:  Explain biochemical transformations in plants that convert atmospheric carbon into proteins, oils, starch and fibre  Explain the purpose and significance of the biochemical cycles and pathways in plants that occur after carbon fixation  Identify resulting pathways from biochemical cycles that lead to proteins, oil, starch, and fibres 9



  



Represent through illustrations and diagrams the chemical structures of significant components in cycles and pathways Identify the location of each cycle, pathway, and significant component in the plant Identify the potential fate of the carbon molecule many years after carbon sequestration
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CASE FOCUS



In this case, students play the role of a carbon molecule, beginning in the atmosphere and finishing in one of many potential bioproducts (protein, starch, oil, fibre). Students will keep a travel journal that will be submitted as the final product. Throughout the case, students will investigate various cycles throughout the many processes that occur as a result of carbon fixation. Structures, inputs, outputs, and intermediary compounds are identified and illustrated.
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Activity Letter to a carbon molecule - 1



Worksheet per group Homework checklist Selected group assessment page



Letter to a carbon molecule – 2



2



Letter to a carbon molecule – 3



Homework checklist Selected group assessment page
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Letter to a carbon molecule – 4 Letter to a carbon molecule – 5 Letter to a carbon molecule – 6 Letter to a carbon molecule – 7 Letter to a carbon molecule – 8 Letter to a carbon molecule – 9 Letter to a carbon molecule – 10 Wrap



Homework checklist Selected group assessment page



4



5
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Worksheet per student PBL Introduction Assessment Plan Case log checklist Discussion questions – Meet the problem Information Gathering Selected group assessment page Information Sharing Information Gathering Selected group assessment page Information Sharing Information Gathering Selected group assessment page



Homework checklist Selected group assessment page



Information Sharing Information Gathering Selected group assessment page



Homework checklist Selected group assessment page



Information Sharing Information Gathering Selected group assessment page



Homework checklist Selected group assessment page



Information Sharing Results from group research Rubric for final product Selected group assessment page
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LETTER TO A CARBON MOLECULE – 1 Your biochemical cycles begin with a call to duty. You are selected for carbon fixation in a flax field where you will eventually be turned into a myriad of bioproducts.



Throughout your adventure, you will go through biochemical cycles and pathways. You need to keep a detailed travel journal. Upcoming letters will guide you so pay close attention to ensure your journal entries are complete and thorough. Go to a flax field and wait for further instructions.
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LETTER TO A CARBON MOLECULE – 2 Here you are, hovering over the flax field - it is time to be sequestered. You need to get yourself to the leaf cell cytosol. Be sure to make notes of your current form and identify other elements associated with you.



Please take note of where and how you enter the plant. Although you will donate an electron to photosynthesis, the path for you is the dark reaction - carbon fixation. While photosynthesis is important, ensure your focus stays on carbon fixation.



The next few stages of your journey see you in various cycles. Before you focus on specific cycles, determine what a cycle is. Consider aspects of regulation mechanisms and what drives a cycle – are there key components that regulate the cycle or are dependent on its presence?



Nothing happens in a cell without a reason. In the cycles you will experience, be sure to identify the significance of each one. As you are introduced to various cycles throughout the case, be sure to note the key inputs and outputs as well as significant intermediary compounds that lead into other cycles and pathways.
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LETTER TO A CARBON MOLECULE – 3



The next process in your biochemical adventure is through the Calvin cycle. You will lose your oxygen buddies here, but as long as Rubisco is around, you will not remain a solitary molecule.



In biochemical cycles, regulation depends on the presence of key enzymes. In the Calvin cycle Rubisco catalyzes the reaction that joins you with ribulose-1,5bisphosphate. From there, you are on your way to a final product, glucose, but this doesn’t happen immediately since the Calvin cycle doesn’t complete its job in one turn. Describe how the Calvin cycle generates glucose and explain why six turns of the Calvin cycle are needed.



You started your journey as carbon dioxide, but are now a part of glucose, which is an important compound in future reactions. Ensure you know the structure of glucose and how it is generated from the Calvin cycle.



In your journal, include a thorough description, complete with diagram, of the Calvin cycle, the inputs, outputs, and intermediary components.
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LETTER TO A CARBON MOLECULE – 4 That was quite a transformation to glucose, but you can’t stop moving. Glucose, once formed, is quickly transported for use in other biochemical pathways, of which there are many to experience on your way to becoming products such as proteins, oil, starch, and fibres.



Now that you are a glucose molecule, your next job is to join up with fructose to form an important disaccharide, sucrose.
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LETTER TO A CARBON MOLECULE – 5



We will need to look into the pathways that will transform you from glucose into proteins, oil, starch, and fibres. The glycolytic pathway is an important [pathway in the plant, ultimately splitting glucose into a 3-carbon molecule, pyruvate. Intermediate components are also important – glycerol has a significant role a bit later on in your journey.



Pyruvate has a number of pathways it may follow. Before synthesis of fatty acids, pyruvate is converted to Acetyl Co-A.



The synthesis of lipids and oils requires the production of long carbon chains known as fatty acids. The synthesis of fatty acids is an important pathway in which acetyl Co-A becomes malonyl Co-A. To malonyl Co-A, 2 carbon molecules are progressively added until a long carbon chain is formed.



Once the fatty acid chain is formed, the chain meets up with glycerol to become a triglyceride molecule. The varying length of the carbon chain allows for diversity in final products. Are there any flax oils that you know recognize as commercial products?
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LETTER TO A CARBON MOLECULE – 6



Cellulose formation is important to both the plant and for human use. You will need to closely follow the transformation of the glucose molecule into the cellobiose repeating unit. Be familiar with the chemical structure of cellulose, important chemical bonds and where cellulose microfibrils are used within the plant.
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LETTER TO A CARBON MOLECULE – 7



Plants are the ultimate source of proteins on earth. You will be required to understand the biochemical pathways involved in the conversion of glucose into various proteins. Be sure to re-visit the role of pyruvate and become familiar with the citric acid cycle. Protein synthesis should already be familiar to you, so be sure to understand what happens before proteins are synthesized.
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LETTER TO A CARBON MOLECULE – 8



While the flax plant is a beautiful plant in the field, the time comes to harvest the crop and use its components. Be sure to know the location of the proteins, oil, starch, and fibres in the plant at harvest time.



Be sure to make an extensive list of products obtained from each of the flax proteins, oil, starch, and fibres. Include which industrial processes are required for the transformations.
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LETTER TO A CARBON MOLECULE – 9



The bioproducts journey continues! You have shown how a carbon molecule in the atmosphere is transformed to become various PSOF within a plant. In the summary of your journey, be sure to identify where in the plant these transformation are occurring and which cellular structures are involved in the process.



Recall that sucrose is a major transport sugar in the plant – where is starch needed as the plant reaches maturity? Think about the structure of the flax plant at maturity and components of human interest.
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LETTER TO A CARBON MOLECULE – 10



You have made it all the way to a useful bioproduct! Who knew atmospheric carbon could end up as one of so many wonderful products! Your travel journal should include detailed information. Pick one bioproduct, begin with carbon fixation and trace its pathway until the bioproducts. Include important chemical structures of intermediates, pathways, inputs, and outputs. Be sure, as a group, to cover all proteins, oil, starch, and fibres, but each person reports on one. To complete the cycle, include information regarding where the carbon molecule will be to 10 years from now…and 100 years from now.
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Water and Irrigation
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WATER & IRRIGATION – OUTCOMES AND INDICATORS LEARNER OUTCOME  Develop employable skills critical to the scientific and technological world INDICATORS:  Demonstrate skills required for conducting science and biotechnology activities  Apply and practice research skills in a problem-solving environment  Perform in a professional setting such as job shadowing, mentorship, career or occupation exploration, a scientific conference, science fair or other competitions; complete a grant or scholarship application LEARNER OUTCOME  Engage in a collaborative learning experience INDICATORS:  Discriminate between what is known and unknown to identify learning issues within the context of the given problems  Engage in and resolve real-world problems as a team member  Evaluate self and others in the context of team relations  Communicate for the purpose of improving team interaction and efforts LEARNER OUTCOME  Expand resource connections and appreciate the value of indigenous knowledge INDICATORS:  Identify a variety of resources through which to acquire knowledge  Integrate indigenous knowledge as a contribution to all aspects of science and learning  Collaborate with community and industry members LEARNER OUTCOME 23







Investigate sustainable water use for the purpose of crop irrigation in a given location INDICATORS:  Determine the agronomic feasibility and economic impact of irrigation development as it pertains to a selected crop in a given location  Incorporate policy and administrative practices as a component of the recommendation for irrigation development  Apply the features of soil - water - plant relationships that influence design and application of irrigation practices to the recommendation for irrigation development  Analyze and integrate data appropriate to irrigation development (maps, land surveys, graphs, reference tables, charts)  Select methods, equipment, and technologies required for effective water use in an agriculture setting  Solve mathematical calculations pertaining to water balances, flow rates, evapotranspiration, and other aspects of irrigation  Prepare an irrigation plan that supports sustainable water use in agriculture
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ROLE AND SITUATION The students are recent grads of Agriculture Engineering and are new employees at Eng-AgE Consulting. A local farmer who wants a consultation for irrigation development has approached the team. The team will research all aspects of irrigation and sustainable water use based on the land location and crop information given to them from the farmer. The final product requires a recommendation including a complete analysis of the irrigation project, including qualities of the desired crop(s), aspects of soil-plant-water relationships, technology, irrigation methods, policy, economics, and agronomics. Each team will investigate a different scenario.
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Activity Meet the Problem: Page 1 Page 2



3



Field trip – client’s land if possible Page 3



4



Page 4



5 6



Soil test Page 5



7 8



Water tests Page 6



9 10



Field trip: Outlook Page 7: Wrap
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Worksheet per group Homework checklist Selected group assessment page



Worksheet per student PBL Introduction Assessment Plan Case log checklist Discussion questions – Meet the problem Information Gathering Selected group assessment page



Homework checklist Selected group assessment page Map Homework checklist Selected group assessment page



Information Sharing Information Gathering Selected group assessment page Information Sharing Information Gathering Selected group assessment page



Homework checklist Selected group assessment page Charts and tables



Information Sharing Information Gathering Selected group assessment page



Homework checklist Selected group assessment page



Information Sharing Information Gathering Selected group assessment page



Homework checklist Selected group assessment page



Information Sharing Results from group research Rubric for final product Selected group assessment page 25



PAGE 1 Congratulations on being hired at Engage Consulting! First day on the job and your boss already has assigned you take care of a consultation request.



Mr. Blonde and his family own and operated a farm. They have harvested wheat and flax for the last ten years and have wish to be a bit adventurous and harvest a new crop, ??. In taking on this change, he wants to install an irrigation system and has hired Engage consulting for appropriate advice.



There are other teams at Engage Consulting who are handling other clients. At a date to be determined later, each team will present the recommendation prepared for their respective client.
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PAGE 2 The job for your team is to collect all the information and data required to make a sound recommendation to Mr. Blonde and his family as to whether or not an irrigation system is a worthwhile investment for the crop they wish to harvest. Your client is looking for an irrigation system that is economically favourable and agriculturally sustainable.



There are a couple places to get started. It is a good idea to first assess the future of the crop Mr. Blonde has chosen. When considering the agricultural feasibility of harvesting the crop, you already know about light, water, soil, and nutrients, but don’t forget the important details such as daily consumptive use, special nutrient requirements, root depth, and evapotranspiration.



Look also into the agricultural market to determine the likelihood of economic success in harvesting the crop. You may find SA Irrigation Agrologists may be of some help.



Include all this information in the recommendation you prepare for your client.
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PAGE 3 To go along with your research conduct a preliminary site inspection and preliminary engineering assessment of the Mr. Blonde’s land. In this initial study, look at the suitability of the location and the topographic condition, as well as impediments or obstructions of the land surface, and all possible water sources – ground and surface. The Saskatchewan Watershed Authority is worth contacting.



There are many landscape factors to include in your recommendation. Some of these are stoniness, potential impact on non-irrigated areas, potential for adverse impact on irrigated areas, and frequency of flooding. Include this in your recommendation.



A hydrogeology study will help you determine if the land meets the crop’s necessary requirements for growth.
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PAGE 4 It looks like the selected crop is a good choice for the market return and the area in which it will be harvested. Let’s go underground to continue your investigation!



To complete the evaluation of land suitability requirements, gather information for soil type and texture, water holding capacity, drainage, salinity, sodicity, sodium absorption rate, and electrical conductivity. For a comprehensive recommendation, ensure you include a thorough explanation of what these criterion mean and of the results from your research.



Soil and water go well together for harvesting crops – investigate this further. What needs to be done to ensure the land meets the soil and water compatibility standards.
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PAGE 5 Start looking closely at irrigation processes. For the land and crop with which you are working identify all possible options for irrigation. In your team, look all the options so you can present the best option to Mr. Blonde. Go back to your maps and have a closer look at the potential water sources. The information you received when looking into water sources may be worth another look. As you learn about different irrigation options, include details pertaining to pipe dimensions, pumps, coverage required, distance from source to output, water flow rate (to meet plant requirements) and decide which is the best choice.
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PAGE 6 Now that you have decided on the best irrigation option for Mr. Blonde, submit a drawing to include in your recommendation. The drawing should include a layout of the property showing your recommended irrigation equipment and the water sources. Also at this stage of your recommendation, include a detailed list of costs incurred with this irrigation development. Compare this to the economic return of the harvest and advise Mr. Blonde accordingly.
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PAGE 7 It looks like everything is almost complete! To wrap up your first assignment with Engage Consulting, compile all the information you have been collecting and organize your recommendation for Mr. Blonde. Submit the report, as a team and prepare a presentation for the other new employees at Engage Consulting. Each team completed a recommendation for a different client, so you have the opportunity to learn of their circumstances.
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Crops for Irrigation



Irrigation systems, methods, technology



High value Markets Conventional and specialty Climate factors



Sprinkler Trickle Surface Application rate



Technology Kinds of equipment Pivots Nozzles Flow rate Pumps / Motors Delivery Source Pipes Distance to source Coverage Cost blueprint



Return on investment Yield and price



Land Survey GPS Topographic map Slope of land Air photos maps drainage crop rotation



Soil-Water-Plant



Water Supply



Daily requirement (consumptive use) Quality Evapotranspiration Soil type Electrical conductivity Sodium absorption rate



Competing uses Quantity Sustainability Quality Infrastructure Dams Pipes



Economics Agronomy Management Budget Markets for crops Cost of production



Water holding capacity Root depth Soil test reports pH salinity sodicity



Corrals Watershed Drainage Ground water Surface water
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TEACHER-ANTICIPATED RESOURCES The teacher should prepare for any or all of the following guests and activities: People/Places  Saskatchewan Watershed Authority  SA Irrigation Agrologists  Saskatchewan Agriculture, Food and Rural Revitalization (CHECK FOR NAME CHANGE)  Agriculture Canada  Other materials and technology, at teacher’s discretion and identified by students Materials and/or Technology   Other materials and technology, at teacher’s discretion and identified by students Embedded Instruction Events  Soil tests  Water tests  Field trips (Outlook, client’s land)  Other, at teacher’s discretion
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PROBLEM BASED LEARNING ASSESSMENT
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Weight (%) Component 35 Case Log and process assessments 10



Assessment from alternate instructional strategies
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Case Closed – Final Product – rubric
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Unit Exam



**This may be changed, at the teacher’s discretion, however it is recommended that the majority of the unit consists of process assessment**



Other Assessment options include:  Individual papers / reports  Groups papers/reports  Open-Ended group assessment questions Process Assessment may include  Questionnaires  Prior Knowledge and Post-Case Knowledge Assessment
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Case Log Checklist (to be completed by student and teacher, individually) NAME___________________________________________



DATE___________________



CASE___________________________________________



Component



Date



Exceptional Effort 3



Good Effort 2



Some Effort 1



Not Complete 0



Discussion Questions: Meet the Problem



Information Gathering (Include a glossary!)



#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6



Information Sharing



#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6



Results from Group Research



Score: __________ 37



Self-Assessment of Performance as a Group Memberii 3 = Always



2 = Sometimes 1 = Seldom



0 = Never



Name:



Date:



Group:



Case:



Things to Consider



3



2



1



0



I offer encouragement, help, and support to others in the group I readily share ideas and information I listen to others with an open mind and encourage new ideas I respect and integrate the contributions from other cultures I check to make sure that others in the group know what they are doing I accept responsibility for completing my work properly and on time I practice good speaking and listen skills I accept help from others in the group I am receptive to feedback I provide honest feedback in a constructive manner



Additional Comments



Score_____ / 30 38



NAME___________________________________________



DATE___________________



CASE___________________________________________



Reflections on Group Workiii How is the work distributed among the group?



What problems, if any, arose within your group?



What will you do differently next time?



How is working in a group different from working by yourself?



What are your strengths when working in groups?



Where would you like to improve? What is your improvement plan?



How does this skill development affect the way you interact with others in your family and community?



10 = Exceptional effort



7.5 = Fair effort



5 = Minimal effort 0 = Not complete
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Cooperative Group Learning: Rating Scale for Assessment Group ______________________________________ Scoring



iv



Date _________________________ Names of Group Members



5 = Always 4 = Often 3 = Sometimes 2 = Seldom 1 = Attendance is inconsistent 0 = Absent



Considerations Negotiates roles and responsibilities of each group member Contributes ideas and suggestions Encourages the involvement of all group members Is receptive to peer questions and criticism Listens to the suggestions of others Modifies personal thinking to incorporate the ideas of others or new information Respects and accepts the contributions of each group member Participates positively to resolve conflicts within the group Follows through with individual commitments to the group Maintains a positive attitude Total Score (__/50)



**Be prepared to justify marks you assign to your peers**
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Group Self-Assessmentv 3 = Exceeding Proficiency



2 = Proficient 1 = Not yet proficient 0 = Experiencing Difficulty



Group Members:



Case:



Date:



Things to Consider 3



Score 2 1



0



We develop and adhere to ground rules. Each group member has specific things to do. We work together as a team. We communicate with a purpose and stay on task We record data efficiently. We examine data closely to search for meaning. Relevant and current research is used to support our work. Our conclusions are consistent with the data. We provide each other with positive and constructive feedback. We identify ways to improve our group efforts and efficiency Additional Comments:



Mark_____ / 30
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Problem Based Learning - Evaluation of Group Processvi



INSTRUCTIONS: Group process should be assessed the end of each session. Please discuss how the group process went using the following questions. One person can record the comments. Consider your ground rules as a guide and how well you functioned as a working group. 1.



What did we do well today in our working together as a group?



2.



What could have gone better in the way we worked together as a group?



3.



What are some suggestions about how we can improve next time?



USE BACK OF PAGE IF NECESSARY 42



Presentation Rubricvii Group Members:



Case:



Component Appropriateness to audience (style, form, vocabulary) Presentation Skills (clarity, volume, eye contact, and body language) Visual Aids



Responding Skills



Science Content



Date:



Greatly Exceeds Expectations 3 Purposely targeted to a professional audience



At or Above Expectations 2 Appropriate for audience



Very professional - all presentation skills are appropriately and consistently used Use of multiple and varied visual aids enhanced the presentation Exceptional team effort when responding to questions from the audience Extra effort to gain an exceptional understanding of the knowledge content



Most presentations skills are appropriate and consistently used 


Math Content



Use of data enhances the presentation or final product



Social Science Content



Extra effort apparent; shows deep understanding of social impact: local and global Clear and convincing evidence used to support the solution Solution demonstrates forward-thinking



Supporting Evidence Fit of solution to the problem Group Collaboration of formal presentation



Evidence of strong group collaboration



Minimum Expectations 1 Style, form, and vocabulary are too casual Few or none of the presentations skills are appropriate; skills lack consistency 


Understanding knowledge content is greater than expected Greater than Data is included and is competent use and mostly supportive display of supporting data Understanding of Adequate knowledge social impact is of social impact greater than expected Competent use of Little or no evidence supporting evidence supports the solution All criteria of the problem statement were met All members contributed to the presentation
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Presentation Rubric, page 2 Discussed with group on ___________________ (date)



Student Initial___________



Student Initial___________



Student Initial___________



Student Initial___________



Student Initial___________



Student Initial___________



Student Initial___________



Student Initial___________



Student Initial___________



Teacher Initial___________



Group Mark_______



This rubric will be used to mark your presentation. After completion, it will be made available for each group member to view. Within one to two days following the presentation, your teacher will meet with your group to discuss the results of the presentation. Be prepared to participate in the group discussion – bring forward your questions and comments regarding this case and your presentation.
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EVALUATION OF A PROBLEM-BASED LEARNING EXPERIENCEviii Knowledge Content of the iPLANT Case: Listed below are the Learning Objectives for this case. Please rate the extent to which you achieved the learning objectives. 0 Did not meet this learning objective



1 Somewhat met this learning objective



2 Mostly met this learning objective



3 Met this learning objective completely



4 Exceeded the criteria of this learning objective



_____ Identify resources (soil, light, nutrients, water) required for plant growth and production _____ Explain resource management and regulation of growing conditions for the purpose of maximizing plant production _____ Demonstrate methods and techniques of plant propagation _____ Apply concepts of planning and timing pertaining to production of desired plants, and growth seasons and conditions _____ Apply concepts of integrated pest management (IPM) to maximize output of plant production _____ Explain resource deficiencies and predict potential outcomes through resource management _____ Identify plant varieties used for landscaping _____ Design an aesthetically pleasing landscape environment; apply resource management, growing conditions, propagation and protection factors _____ Other _________________________________________________________________ _____ Other__________________________________________________________________ For each of the following key concepts, consider your CURRENT knowledge to be 10 out of 10 (10/10). Using a number between 0 and 10, indicate your knowledge BEFORE beginning this PBL case (10 means that you knew everything already and 0 means that you barely knew anything about these concepts before the PBL case started). Key Concepts: _____ Resources and conditions for plant growth _____ Protection and management of plants in their environment



_____ Plant propagation techniques _____ Landscape design 45



EVALUATION OF A PROBLEM-BASED LEARNING EXPERIENCE Knowledge Content of the First Nations and Métis Health and Nutrition Case: Listed below are the Learning Objectives for this case. Please rate the extent to which you achieved the learning objectives. 0 Did not meet this learning objective



1 Somewhat met this learning objective



2 Mostly met this learning objective



3 Met this learning objective completely



4 Exceeded the criteria of this learning objective



_____ Identify and examine the traditional lifestyles of First Nations and Métis people, including way of life, food sources, food preparation and preservation, and medicinal practices



_____ Analyze and compare the nutritional qualities of traditional First Nations and Métis foods and a typical modern-day diet in Saskatchewan urban centres



_____ Determine the nutritive value of and differentiate between functional and non-functional foods



_____ Identify the connection between health and nutrition, and diseases that result from poor nutrition



_____ Design an educational strategy to promote preventative practices regarding diet and lifelong nutrition _____ Other _________________________________________________________________ _____ Other__________________________________________________________________ For each of the following key concepts, consider your CURRENT knowledge to be 10 out of 10 (10/10). Using a number between 0 and 10, indicate your knowledge BEFORE beginning this PBL case (10 means that you knew everything already and 0 means that you barely knew anything about these concepts before the PBL case started). Key Concepts: _____ First Nations and Métis contributions



_____ Food Science



_____ Health and Nutrition 46



EVALUATION OF A PROBLEM-BASED LEARNING EXPERIENCE Knowledge Content of the Endeavour Green Case: Listed below are the Learning Objectives for this case. Please rate the extent to which you achieved the learning objectives. 0 Did not meet this learning objective



1 Somewhat met this learning objective



2 Mostly met this learning objective



3 Met this learning objective completely



4 Exceeded the criteria of this learning objective



_____ Define sustainability as it applies to social, economic and environmental factors _____ Identify the concept of ecological niches and give examples of species common to each _____ Explain the functions of the managed ecosystems (social, environmental and economic) _____ Investigate factors of ecosystem viability, such as soil, climate, and human influence _____ Describe nutrient cycles in terms of gains and losses within an environment _____ Apply concepts of diversity and energy flow to natural and production ecosystems _____ Compare system sustainability of natural and monocrop ecosystems _____ Propose recommendations to maximize output AND sustainability in the production ecosystem



_____ Other _________________________________________________________________ _____ Other__________________________________________________________________ For each of the following key concepts, consider your CURRENT knowledge to be 10 out of 10 (10/10). Using a number between 0 and 10, indicate your knowledge BEFORE beginning this PBL case (10 means that you knew everything already and 0 means that you barely knew anything about these concepts before the PBL case started). Key Concepts: _____ Diversity



_____ Sustainability



_____ Energy Flow
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EVALUATION OF A PROBLEM-BASED LEARNING EXPERIENCE Knowledge Content of the Cougars in the City Case: Listed below are the Learning Objectives for this case. Please rate the extent to which you achieved the learning objectives. 0 Did not meet this learning objective



1 Somewhat met this learning objective



2 Mostly met this learning objective



3 Met this learning objective completely



4 Exceeded the criteria of this learning objective



_____ Examine the behaviours of wildlife in their natural habitat _____ Investigate the natural relationships in wildlife populations _____ Identify a variety of population sampling techniques, including the characteristics of each _____ Prepare an effective population sampling plan _____ Analyze the causes for changes in wildlife behaviour _____ Explore the relationships between humans and wildlife – past and present _____ Other _________________________________________________________________ _____ Other__________________________________________________________________



For each of the following key concepts, consider your CURRENT knowledge to be 10 out of 10 (10/10). Using a number between 0 and 10, indicate your knowledge BEFORE beginning this PBL case (10 means that you knew everything already and 0 means that you barely knew anything about these concepts before the PBL case started). Key Concepts: _____ Wildlife Habitats



_____ Human/Wildlife Interactions



_____ Environmental Influence



_____ Population Dynamics
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EVALUATION OF A PROBLEM-BASED LEARNING GROUPix Please provide us with some information about your experience in this PBL group. Your answers are anonymous and strictly confidential. This data will be used solely for the purpose of program evaluation and improvement. This information will not be published. Please mark your responses to the following questions directly on this sheet. Choose a number from the scale shown below for each question to indicate your degree of agreement with the following statements. 0 Strongly Disagree



1 Disagree



2 Disagree Somewhat



3 Don’t Know



4 Agree Somewhat



5 Agree



6 Strongly Agree



1.



_____I was motivated to seek information between classes.



2.



_____Finding the information to solve the problem was rewarding.



3.



_____What I learned is pertinent to my future educational interests.



4.



_____It was challenging to find the information needed to understand this situation.



5.



_____I was pleased with what the other students contributed to the PBL group.



6.



_____As a result of this exercise my understanding of horticulture has increased.



7.



_____I enjoyed working with other students.



8.



_____I was comfortable working with students.



9.



_____The PBL experience was one of mutual respect and collaboration.



10.



_____The PBL experience was worthwhile.



11.



_____My group facilitator was skilful in guiding the group process.



12.



_____Overall, my group facilitator was effective.



13.



_____I feel that I developed skills that I can use in my life outside school



14.



_____I learned new things about myself as a person.



15.



_____This was a positive experience.



16.



_____I would participate in a PBL case again. Please Turn Over 
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17.



Indicate on the scale below where your knowledge level was at the beginning of the case, if 10 is where you are now: ____________________________________________________________________________ 1



2



3



4



5



6



7



8



9



10



Please use the following scale to rate the overall usefulness of the following assessment tools. 1 Not useful at all



2 Somewhat useful



3 Mostly useful



4 Very Useful



9 Not Applicable



_____Case Log Checklist _____Open-Ended Questions _____Self-Assessment of Performance as a Group Member _____Group Self-Assessment _____Reflections on Group Work _____Cooperative Group Learning: Rating Scale for Assessment _____Prior Knowledge and Post-Case Knowledge Assessment _____Presentation Rubric _____Debrief Reflections ____________________________________________________________________________ Please write any additional comments here: describe any strengths you noticed and give some constructive suggestions to help improve the educational experience. Your feedback is valuable.



THANK YOU! 50



ii



Adapted from: “Group Self-Assessment of Laboratory Activities” 18 July 2007 



iii



Adapted from: “Group Self-Assessment of Laboratory Activities” 18 July 2007 



iv



Adapted from: “Assessment and Evaluation” 18 July 2007 



v



Adapted from: “Group Self-Assessment of Laboratory Activities” 18 July 2007 



vi



Adapted from: P-CITE, “Multi-Professional Problem Based Learning Modules 2007 – 08 Evaluation of Group Process” 2007. vii



Adapted from: IMSA PBL Network, “PBL Design” (2007), 40



viii



Adapted from: P-CITE, “Evaluation of an Interprofessional Problem-Based Learning Group (HIV/AIDS Case 2007)” 2007.



ix



Adapted from D’Eon, Marcel. Professional Interview. Oct 16, 2007.



Adaptations to Assessment sheets: developed through discussion with Patricia Kovacs at Saskatchewan Learning, October 17, 2007; Brenda Green at Saskatchewan Learning, September 2007; and Janet McVittie at the University of Saskatchewan, October 26, 2007.
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